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Compulsory licensing

• Allows patents to be licensed to competitors without 
consent of patent owners

• Permissible in emergencies of public health and safety
– Article 31 of Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights Agreement (TRIPS)
• Allows local production of inventions that foreign 

companies have patented in developing countries
– E.g. medicines to combat HIV and other life-threatening 

diseases in India, Thailand, and Brazil



Does compulsory licensing discourage 
(or encourage) innovation?

• Patent violations may discourage investments in R&D
– “pharmaceutical companies face the risk of receiving only a 

drastically reduced royalty for the use of their intellectual 
property, imperiling in turn their ability to develop profitably new 
treatments and molecules” (pharmaletter March 21, 2014)

• Weaker patents may encourage investments in R&D by 
increasing the threat of competition
– Replacement effect (Arrow 1962) 
– Inverted U: At low pre-existing levels of competition, firms 

respond to increased competition by investing in R&D to escape 
competition (Aghion et al. 2001 and 2005)



Exogenous episode of compulsory licensing 

• US Trading-Trading-with-the-Enemy Act (TWEA)
– Passed on October 6, 1917 to destroy “Germany’s great industrial 

army on American soil”
– US agencies appropriate all enemy-owned property, including patents

• Analysis focused on chemicals and pharmaceuticals
– Important targets for compulsory licensing today
– Patents are more effective than in other industries (Cohen, Nelson, and 

Walsh 2002, Moser 2010)

• 1,246 German-owned patents licensed to US firms
– US Chemical Foundation granted licenses “upon equal terms and a 

royalty basis, to any bona fide American individual or corporation” 
(Haynes 1945)

– US invention increased in response to licensing; 20% increase in 
patenting in research fields with licensing (Moser and Voena 2012)



Did compulsory licensing discourage 
invention in Germany?

• All 79,591 chemical patents in Germany, 1900-1930
– 212 GPO subclasses, including 101 subclasses with licensing

• German inventors patented 28% more in subclasses 
with licensing after 1919
– Robust to controls for hotness of fields and pre-trends
– Intent to treat and IV regressions indicate negative selection
– US firms chose to license German-owned technologies in war-

related research fields, which suffered excess capacity after war 
• Mechanism: Increase in entry encouraged innovation

– Some additional patents were lower quality (strategic) patents 
– But 17% increase in high-quality patents
– Increase in entry for subclasses with licensing
– Firms whose inventions were licensed produced 91% additional 

patents in subclasses with licensing after 1918



Outline 
• Theoretical Predictions

– Weak property rights may discourage innovation
– Learning-by-doing and cumulative innovation
– Competition may encourage or discourage innovation 

• Data
– Confiscated and licensed German-owned US patents
– Matching technologies across the US and German patent system
– Firm-level identifiers for USPTO and GPO patents
– Inventors’ countries of residence
– Renewed patents as a proxy for high-value patents 

• Results
– Baseline
– Controls for differential pre-trends
– Intent-to-treat  and IV regressions

• Mechanism: Firm-level analysis
– Strategic patenting
– Firms whose patents had been licensed
– Firms that entered fields with licensing

• Conclusions



More competition can discourage innovation

• Concentrated market structure can improve inventors’ 
ability  to capture returns from R&D 
– Schumpeter 1934 and 1942
– Confirmed by estimates for dynamic oligopoly model for durable 

goods microprocessor industry: 4.2% more innovation in product 
if IBM was monopolist (Goettler and Gordon 2011) 

• Patents promote innovation by granting temporary 
monopoly rights to inventors
– Enable inventors to recover investments in R&D (e.g., 

Scotchmer 2004)

• Compulsory licensing weakens temporary monopoly
– Reduces inventors’ ability to recover investments in R&D



More competition can promote innovation 

• Monopolists are less motivated to invest in R&D because 
rents from innovations replace existing streams of rents
– Arrow 1962, Gilbert 2006 for survey of theoretical predictions
– Positive correlation between industries with lower levels of 

concentration and innovation (8,074 US manufacturing innovation in 
1982 trade journals, Acs and Audretsch 1988)

– Larger number of competitors is associated with higher rates of TFP 
growth (670 UK manufacturing firms 1972-1986, Nickell 1996)

– Industries with lower levels of concentration produced more 
"technologically significant and commercially important" innovations
(340 manufacturing firms listed on LSE 1972-1982, Blundell et al 1999)

• Also cumulative innovation and learning-by-doing
– Cumulative innovation (Scotchmer 1991): Increase expected returns 

from innovation for future generations by limiting property rights for early 
generations

– Learning-by-doing (Arrow 1962b): Firm-level US patents indicates 
learning-by-doing (Moser and Voena 2012)



Inverted U-shaped relationship between 
competition and innovation

• Low levels of competition
– More competition can 

encourage innovation by 
encouraging incumbents to 
invest in R&D to “escape” 
competition (Aghion et al. 
2001, 2005)

• High levels of competition
– Additional increase in 

(“neck-and-neck”) 
competition discourages 
innovation by further 
reducing post-innovation 
rents

UK patents issued to 311 firms between 
1973 and 1994 (Aghion et al 2005)

dustry patent behavior is related to industry competition accord-
ing to

(4) E! pjt!cjt, xjt" ! e# g$cjt%&x'jt(),

where xjt represents a complete set of time and industry dummy
variables. We use moment condition (4) to define a semiparamet-
ric moment estimator and approximate g(c) with a spline, follow-
ing Ai and Chen [2003].

In Figure I we show the scatter of data points in between the
tenth and ninetieth deciles of the citation-weighted patent distri-
bution, and overlay a fitted exponential quadratic curve. The
same exponential quadratic curve is plotted together with a
spline approximation in Figure II. It can be seen that the expo-
nential quadratic specification provides a very reasonable approxi-
mation to the nonparametric spline, and that they both show a
clear inverted-U shape. The estimated coefficients for the expo-
nential quadratic model are presented in Table I. The first col-
umn shows that both the linear and quadratic terms are individ-
ually and jointly significant. In the second column we reestimate
including industry effects, which is our preferred specification,

FIGURE I
Scatter Plot of Innovation on Competition

The figure plots a measure of competition on the x-axis against citation-
weighted patents on the y-axis. Each point represents an industry-year. The
scatter shows all data points that lie in between the tenth and ninetieth deciles in
the citation-weighted patents distribution. The exponential quadratic curve that
is overlaid is reported in column (2) of Table I.
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Outline 

• Theoretical Predictions
– Weak property rights may discourage innovation
– Learning-by-doing and cumulative innovation
– Competition may encourage or discourage innovation 

• Data
– Confiscated and licensed US patents
– Technology concordance across US and German patents
– German patents, 1900-1930
– Inventors’ countries of residence
– Renewed patents to proxy high-quality patents
– Firm-level counts of raw and renewed patents

• Results
– Baseline
– Controls for differential pre-trends
– Controls for patent quality
– Intent-to-treat regressions

• Mechanism: Firm-level analysis
– Firms whose patents had been licensed
– Firms that entered fields with licensing

• Conclusions



Confiscated and licensed US patents
• 4,706 US patents by German and Austrian inventors were 

confiscated under the TWEA
• 1,246 of these patents were licensed to US firms

– 551 US patents of Bayer AG in Dec 1918 auction to US Sterling Co. 
– 695 US patents licensed to other US firms, 1919-1926
– Most patents licensed 1919-1922 (Steen 2001)



German patents for chemicals 1900-30

• 79,591 chemical patents issued by Kaiserliches Patentamt
• German Patent Office (GPO), 1900-1930
• 212 GPO subclasses, including 101 with ≥ 1 licensed patent

• 58,691 patents by German inventors
– 30,499 patents by 4,814 German firms
– 50 firms include at least one license

• 20,900 patents by foreign inventors
– 4,133 by US inventors



79,591 patents for chemicals in Germany 1900-1930

• Identify 212 subclasses with 
chemical inventions

• Digitize all patents with 
application years 1900-1930
– 1900 is first year with subclass 

classification
– 1930 is last year for patent 

applications to be issued before 
1933 (dismissal of Jewish 
scientists, which benefitted US 
invention, Moser, Voena, and 
Waldinger 2014)

• 79,591 patents issued by 
Kaiserliches Patentamt



Match technology fields across US and 
German patent systems

• International Patent Classification (IPC)
– Match all 7,699 USPTO with 7,010 IPC and 513 German 

subclasses
– 954 of 1,246 licensed US patents cover at least one class for 

chemical inventions in the German classification system

• Inventions that are patented in both countries
– Paris Convention Right of Priority, 1883, Art. 4, allows to be 

patented in Germany within 6 months after applying in US
– Inventors list date of US patent application on German patent 

application
– For 1,343 German patents that include a reference to a U.S. 

patent, identify the corresponding U.S. patent 
– 99 of 1,246 licensed U.S. patents matched with GPO subclass



Concordance between IPC and GPO
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TABLE A1 – CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE USPTO AND GERMAN PATENT SYSTEM 
 

 
Licensed patents  Confiscated patents  

 (N = 1,246) (N = 4,706) 
US Patents matched with at least one GPO subclass 968 3,533 
1) USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance   
   All patents matched 954 3,464 
   USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance only 869 3,103 
2) USPTO & GPO patents for the same invention   
   All patents matched 99 430 
   USPTO & GPO for the same invention only 14 69 

Notes: Licensed patents are 1,246 German-owned patents, which the US Alien Property Custodian made 
available for licensing; confiscated patents are 4,706 German-owned US patents, which were available 
for licensing (from Haynes 1945, p. 498 and Alien Property Custodian 1919, p. 437). The USPTO-IPC 
concordance matches 7,699 USPTO subclasses with 7,010 subclasses in the International Patent 
Classification (IPC).  Another concordance, made available by the GPO (Figure A1), matches IPC 
subclasses with 513 GPO subclasses; combining these two concordances creates the USPTO-IPC-GPO 
concordance.  To improve this classification we match subclasses across the USPTO and GPO system, 
using information on 1,343 USPTO and GPO patents for the same invention; this matching exploits a 
requirement to record the application date of USPTO patents after Germany ratified the Paris Convention 
in 1903.  We use this requirement to identify USPTO and GPO patents that cover the same invention. 
 

FIGURE A1 – CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE GERMAN PATENT SYSTEM AND THE INTERNATIONAL 
PATENT CLASSIFICATION 

 
Notes:   Excerpt from the concordance scheme between the International Patent Classification (IPC, right 
column) and the German Patent System (DPK, left column). The GPO developed the concordance for 
internal use.  
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TABLE A1 – CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE USPTO AND GERMAN PATENT SYSTEM 
 

 
Licensed patents  Confiscated patents  

 (N = 1,246) (N = 4,706) 
US Patents matched with at least one GPO subclass 968 3,533 
1) USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance   
   All patents matched 954 3,464 
   USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance only 869 3,103 
2) USPTO & GPO patents for the same invention   
   All patents matched 99 430 
   USPTO & GPO for the same invention only 14 69 

Notes: Licensed patents are 1,246 German-owned patents, which the US Alien Property Custodian made 
available for licensing; confiscated patents are 4,706 German-owned US patents, which were available 
for licensing (from Haynes 1945, p. 498 and Alien Property Custodian 1919, p. 437). The USPTO-IPC 
concordance matches 7,699 USPTO subclasses with 7,010 subclasses in the International Patent 
Classification (IPC).  Another concordance, made available by the GPO (Figure A1), matches IPC 
subclasses with 513 GPO subclasses; combining these two concordances creates the USPTO-IPC-GPO 
concordance.  To improve this classification we match subclasses across the USPTO and GPO system, 
using information on 1,343 USPTO and GPO patents for the same invention; this matching exploits a 
requirement to record the application date of USPTO patents after Germany ratified the Paris Convention 
in 1903.  We use this requirement to identify USPTO and GPO patents that cover the same invention. 
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Match research fields across US and 
German patent systems

• International Patent Classification (IPC)
– Match all 7,699 USPTO with 7,010 IPC and 513 German 

subclasses
– 954 of 1,246 licensed U.S. patents cover at least one class for 

chemical inventions in the German classification system

• Inventions that are patented in both countries
– Paris Convention Right of Priority, 1883, Art. 4, allows to be 

patented in Germany within 6 months after applying in US
– Inventors list date of US patent application on German patent 

application
– For 1,343 German patents that include a reference to a U.S. 

patent, identify the corresponding US patent 
– 99 of 1,246 licensed US patents matched with GPO subclass



GPO patent 329660 and USPTO patent 1120682 
for “Method of Fixing Nitrogen”

• German patent
– 1914, 329660, 12k, Nitrogen Co.
– Methode für die Produktion von Zhaniden
– Filed in U.S. on 11/7/1913

• U.S. patent
– 1914, 1120682, 423/381-422/213, Nitrogen Co.



968 licensed US patents 
matched with GPO subclass

Licensed patents Confiscated patents 

(N = 1,246) (N = 4,706)

US Patents matched with at least one GPO subclass 968 3,533

1) USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance

All patents matched 954 3,464

USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance only 869 3,103

2) USPTO & GPO patents for the same invention

All patents matched 99 430

USPTO & GPO for the same invention only 14 69

TABLE A1 – CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE USPTO AND GERMAN PATENT SYSTEM



3,533 confiscated US patents 
matched with a GPO subclass

Licensed patents Confiscated patents 

(N = 1,246) (N = 4,706)

US Patents matched with at least one GPO subclass 968 3,533

1) USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance

All patents matched 954 3,464

USPTO-IPC-GPO concordance only 869 3,103

2) USPTO & GPO patents for the same invention

All patents matched 99 430

USPTO & GPO for the same invention only 14 69

TABLE A1 – CONCORDANCE BETWEEN THE USPTO AND GERMAN PATENT SYSTEM



Inventors’ countries of residence

Friedrich Bayer & Co 
from Leverkusen, Germany

E. Tobler
from Ponte San Pietro, Italy



58,691 patents by German inventors, 1900-1930

• Identify inventors’ country of residence
– Extract strings of text that includes inventor locations at city level
– Match cities with countries of residents

• 58,691 patents by residents of Germany
• 19,442 foreign-owned German patents 

– 4,133 originate from US
– 3,162 from Great Britain, 3,041 from France, and 2,984 from 

Switzerland, 1,458 patents by residents of Austria



US inventors produce more German patents in 
subclasses with licensing after 1918

(consistent with findings for US patents, Moser and Voena 2012)

 
2 

FIGURE 2 – US-OWNED PATENT APPLICATIONS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 
 

 
Notes: Data include 4,133 GPO patents by US inventors with application years between January 1 1900 
and December 31, 1930, which we collected from the Annual Report of the GPO (Verzeichnis der im 
Vorjahre erteilten Patente) between 1900 and 1932.  101 subclasses with licensing correspond to 
technologies in which at least one German-owned US patent was licensed to a US firm under the TWEA; 
111 other subclasses without licensing include no licensed patents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 2 – US-OWNED GERMAN PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR



58,691 patents by German inventors, 1900-1930

• Identify inventors’ country of residence
– Extract strings of text that includes inventor locations at city level
– Match cities with countries of residents

• 58,691 patents by residents of Germany
• 19,442 foreign-owned German patents 

– 4,133 originate from US
– 3,162 from Great Britain, 3,041 from France, and 2,984 from 

Switzerland, 1,458 patents by residents of Austria
– Controls for variation in “hotness” of technology fields over time



Renewed patents to proxy high-quality patents

• Patented inventions “differ greatly in ‘quality’” 
– Griliches 1990

• Renewed patents to proxy high-value patents
– Inventors’ decisions to pay renewal fees to estimate option value 

of patents (Schankerman and Pakes 1986) 
– Only if fees are sufficiently high (Lanjouw et al. 1998) 

• High renewal fees in Germany 
– Year 1 and 2: 50ℳ per year ($243 using purchasing power, $1,340 

using income value)
– Year 3 and above: annual fees increase by 50ℳ each year
– Year 15 (final) 700ℳ in the final 15th year of patent life

• Digitize renewed patents 1901-1942 
– From Annual Reports of Kaiserliches Patentamt
– Follow all 79,591 German patents through renewal records



FIGURE A2 –
ANNUAL RENEWAL FEES PER YEAR AFTER PATENT GRANT (IN ℳ)



50% of patents renewed for 5 years or more

• 14,605 German patents (18%) 
not renewed in year 1

• 39,682 patents (50%) renewed 
for 5 years or more 
– Pay at least 550ℳ
– $2,670 year 2012 dollars 

using PP, $14,700 using 
income value 

• 18,319 (23%) renewed 10 
years or more

• 6,089 (8%) for full 15-year term

 
1 

FIGURE 1 – RENEWAL DATA FOR GERMAN PATENTS 1900-1930 
 

 
Notes:   Years renewed are measured at the last year in which a patentee pays the renewal fee that the 
GPO required to keep a patent active.  Fifty percent of all patents were renewed for 5 years or more; the 
average patent was renewed for 6 years.  Data include the complete renewal history of 79,591 German 
patents for chemical inventions with application years between 1900 and 1930.  We have collected these 
data from German-language copies of the Annual Reports of the GPO between 1901 and 1942.  
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Matching patents with firms

• Cleaning 
– Correct misspellings
– Remove parts of firm 

names that are not 
consistently used, such as 
“fabrik” (factory)

• Identify firms 
– Search inventor field for 

358 key words that identify 
firms, such as “Firma” 
“Gesellschaft,” “GmbH”

• 30,499 patents matched with 
4,814 unique firms



Firms with licensed patents were larger, with higher capital 
stocks and more employees than other German firms

TABLE A3 – GERMAN JOINT STOCK COMPANIES 

 

German firms  
with licensed  
US patents  

Other  
German firms P-value 

 N Mean N Mean  
      
 

Nominal capital stock (in year 2012 US$) 
 

30 
 

108,343 
 

145 
 

40,755 
 

0.097 
  (38,284)  (8,253)  
      
Employees 13 6,197 50 2,466 0.475 
  (4,867.71)  (963.42)  
      
Year of incorporation 30 1893 145 1892 0.613 
    (2.61)   (1.37)   

 



Outline 
• Theoretical Predictions

– Weak property rights may discourage innovation
– Learning-by-doing and cumulative innovation
– Competition may encourage or discourage innovation 

• Data
– Confiscated and licensed German-owned US patents
– Matching technologies across the US and German patent system
– Firm-level identifiers for USPTO and GPO patents
– Inventors’ countries of residence
– Renewed patents as a proxy for high-value patents 

• Results
– Baseline
– Controls for differential pre-trends
– Intent-to-treat and IV regressions

• Mechanism: Firm-level analysis
– Firms whose patents had been licensed
– Firms that entered fields with licensing

• Conclusions



In 101 subclasses with licensing, German inventors 
applied for 53% additional patents per year after 1919

TABLE 1 PANEL A– PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR

 

TABLE 1 – GPO PATENTS BY GERMAN INVENTORS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 
 

 

PANEL A: SUBCLASSES WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Subclasses with  
licensed patents 

Subclasses without  
licensed patents Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
 
All patents      
1900-1918 101 10.77 111 5.05 5.72 

 
 (1.31) 

 
 (0.58) 

 
(1.43) 

1919-1930 101 16.49 111 5.54 10.95 

  (2.47)  (0.95) (2.64) 
Patents renewed ≥5 years  
1900-1918 101 6.28 108 2.56 3.72 

 
 (0.84) 

 
 (0.30) 

 
(0.89) 

1919-1930 101 8.05 108 2.28 5.77 

  (1.29)  (0.38) (1.35) 
 
PANEL B: GERMAN FIRMS WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Firms with 
licensed patents 

Other  
German firms Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
      
All patents      
1900-1918 50 0.40 4,764 0.05 0.35 

  (0.08) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.08) 

1919-1930 50 0.76 4,764 0.09 0.67 
  (0.17)  (0.01) (0.17) 
      
Patents renewed ≥5 years      
1900-1918 47 0.36 2,933 0.05 0.30 

  (0.07) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.07) 

1919-1930 47 0.55 2,933 0.08 0.47 
   (0.12)  (0.01) (0.12) 
Notes:  Data include 58,691 GPO patents by German inventors with application dates between 
January 1, 1900 and December 31, 1930.  Patents renewed ≥5 years are 30,017 GPO patents by 
German inventors that were renewed 5 years or more. Subclasses with licensed patents cover 101 
technology fields in which at least one German-owned U.S. patent was licensed under the 
TWEA.  Subclasses without licensed patents cover 111 remaining technology fields within 
chemicals without licensed patents. Standard errors are clustered at the subclass level in Panel A 
and at the firm level in Panel B. 



In 111 subclasses without licensing, 
German inventors applied for <10% additional patents  

TABLE 1 PANEL A– PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR

 

TABLE 1 – GPO PATENTS BY GERMAN INVENTORS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 
 

 

PANEL A: SUBCLASSES WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Subclasses with  
licensed patents 

Subclasses without  
licensed patents Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
 
All patents      
1900-1918 101 10.77 111 5.05 5.72 

 
 (1.31) 

 
 (0.58) 

 
(1.43) 

1919-1930 101 16.49 111 5.54 10.95 

  (2.47)  (0.95) (2.64) 
Patents renewed ≥5 years  
1900-1918 101 6.28 108 2.56 3.72 

 
 (0.84) 

 
 (0.30) 

 
(0.89) 

1919-1930 101 8.05 108 2.28 5.77 

  (1.29)  (0.38) (1.35) 
 
PANEL B: GERMAN FIRMS WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Firms with 
licensed patents 

Other  
German firms Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
      
All patents      
1900-1918 50 0.40 4,764 0.05 0.35 

  (0.08) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.08) 

1919-1930 50 0.76 4,764 0.09 0.67 
  (0.17)  (0.01) (0.17) 
      
Patents renewed ≥5 years      
1900-1918 47 0.36 2,933 0.05 0.30 

  (0.07) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.07) 

1919-1930 47 0.55 2,933 0.08 0.47 
   (0.12)  (0.01) (0.12) 
Notes:  Data include 58,691 GPO patents by German inventors with application dates between 
January 1, 1900 and December 31, 1930.  Patents renewed ≥5 years are 30,017 GPO patents by 
German inventors that were renewed 5 years or more. Subclasses with licensed patents cover 101 
technology fields in which at least one German-owned U.S. patent was licensed under the 
TWEA.  Subclasses without licensed patents cover 111 remaining technology fields within 
chemicals without licensed patents. Standard errors are clustered at the subclass level in Panel A 
and at the firm level in Panel B. 



FIGURE 1 – GERMAN-OWNED PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND APPLICATION YEAR  
PANEL A – SUBCLASSES WITH AND WITHOUT LICENSED PATENTS 

 



Baseline estimates
• Difference-in-differences

– Compare changes in GPO patents for subclasses with and w/o 
licensing

– Control for unobservable factors that may have discouraged 
innovation w/o licensing (e.g., tariff barriers in the United States) 

• Outcome variable
– German patents by German inventors in subclass c and year t

• Explanatory variables
– GPO subclass has at least one licensed patent
– Indicator for years after TWEA (1919-1930)
– GPO patents by foreign inventors
– Year fixed effects (dt)
– Subclass fixed effects (θc)
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subclasses with 10 or more licenses, 14.86 for subclasses with 3 to 10 licenses, 11.38 for 

subclasses with 2 licenses, and 5.07 for subclasses with fewer than 2 licenses.   

After 1918, patenting accelerated disproportionately in subclasses in which 10 or 

more US patents by German inventors had been licensed to US firms. In 1928, inventors 

applied for an average of 38.4 patent applications per year in subclasses with 10 or more 

licenses, compared with 17.41 in subclasses with 3 to 10 licenses, 11.92 in subclasses 

with 2 licenses and 6.17 patent applications in subclasses with fewer than 2 licenses. 

To investigate these changes more systematically, we estimate: 

(1) patentsct =  β0 + β1 • subclass with licensed patentsc • postt  
+ β2 • patents by US inventorsct  + β3 • patents by other foreignct 
+ δt + θc  +εct 

 
where the dependent variable patentsct measures the number of patent applications in 

Germany in subclass c and year t between 1900 and 1930.  The variable subclass with 

licensed patents equals 1 for subclasses in which at least one German-owned patent was 

licensed under the US TWEA.  The variable postt indicates years after 1918.  Under the 

assumption that changes in patenting in subclasses with licensed patents would have been 

comparable to changes in patenting in other subclasses in the absence of compulsory 

licensing the coefficient β1 measures the effect of compulsory licensing on patenting by 

German firms. 

Three separate variables control for variation across technologies and over time in 

the “hotness” of research fields.  The variable patents by US inventorsct and patents by 

other foreign inventorsct count patent applications in Germany by US and other foreign 

inventors, respectively, in subclass c and year t.  The variable patents by individualsct 

counts patent applications in subclass c and year t by German nationals whose patents 

were not assigned to a corporate assignee.  Subclass fixed effects θc control for variation 

in patenting across technologies that is constant over time.  Year fixed effects δt control 

for variation in patenting over time that affects all subclasses and firms.  

 OLS estimates indicate that German inventors applied for 2.96 additional patents 

in subclasses with compulsory licensing per year after 1918, compared with other 

German subclasses (Table 2, column 1, p-value 0.001).  Compared with an average of 

7.77 patents per subclass and year until 1918, this implies a 38 percent increase.  



German inventors produced 2.97 additional patents per 
application year after 1919 in subclasses with licensing 

(28% additional patents compared with mean of 10.77 in 
subclasses with licensing until 1918)
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Excluding controls for patenting by US and other foreign 
inventors, German inventors produced 5.22 additional patents per 

year after 1919 in subclasses with licensing (48% additional 
patents) 
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass specific pre-trends, German 
inventors produced 5.32 additional patents (49% 

more) 
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Controlling for a separate pre-trend for subclasses with 
licensing: 5.02 additional patents (47% more) 
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Patenting increased most for subclasses in top quartile 
(>10 licensed patents)

PANEL B – QUARTILES OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LICENSED PATENTS 



For each additional licensed patent, German inventors 
produced 0.20 additional patents 

(33.5% more in class with average number of licenses 
(18.04), compared with mean of 10.77 until 1918) 
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass-specific pre-trends:
0.36 additional patents for each additional license

(60% more in class with average number of licenses) 
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TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Excluding war years (1915-18):
German inventors produced 3.22 additional patents in 

subclasses with licensing (30% more) 

 

TABLE A4 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR EXCLUDING WAR YEARS 1915-1918 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass with licensed patents * post 3.221*** 5.362*** 5.668*** 5.494***   
 (0.982) (1.533) (1.436) (1.421)   
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.192*** 0.455*** 

     
(0.070) (0.122) 

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.001*** -0.001*** 

     
(0.000) (0.000) 

Patents by U.S. inventors 0.969*** 
 

0.762*** 0.966*** 0.924*** 0.717*** 

 (0.151) 
 

(0.165) (0.151) (0.154) (0.158) 
Patents by other foreign 1.461*** 

 
1.421*** 1.453*** 1.359*** 1.236*** 

 (0.227) 
 

(0.265) (0.226) (0.158) (0.162) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensing 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 

Notes: Data include all 71,963 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930, excluding the war years 1915 
to 1918. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patents became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed 
patents measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents 
that the GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of 
patents that the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 



Excluding war years and controlling for subclass-specific trends: 
German inventors produced 5.67 additional patents (53%) 

 

TABLE A4 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR EXCLUDING WAR YEARS 1915-1918 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass with licensed patents * post 3.221*** 5.362*** 5.668*** 5.494***   
 (0.982) (1.533) (1.436) (1.421)   
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.192*** 0.455*** 

     
(0.070) (0.122) 

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.001*** -0.001*** 

     
(0.000) (0.000) 

Patents by U.S. inventors 0.969*** 
 

0.762*** 0.966*** 0.924*** 0.717*** 

 (0.151) 
 

(0.165) (0.151) (0.154) (0.158) 
Patents by other foreign 1.461*** 

 
1.421*** 1.453*** 1.359*** 1.236*** 

 (0.227) 
 

(0.265) (0.226) (0.158) (0.162) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensing 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 5,724 

Notes: Data include all 71,963 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930, excluding the war years 1915 
to 1918. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patents became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed 
patents measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents 
that the GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of 
patents that the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 



Endogeneity and selection

• Timing of TWEA was exogenous
– Determined by US entry into WWI

• Confiscated technologies are exogenous
– US Alien Property Custodian confiscates all enemy-owned property

• Licensing decisions may not have been exogenous
– If US firms licensed patents in fields for which demand increased after 

1918, patenting may increase in subclasses with licensing after 1918 
independently of licensing, then OLS overestimates effects

– If US firms licensed patents in fields for which demand declined after 1918, 
patenting, then OLS underestimates true effects

• Demand for war-related chemicals, such as dyes and explosives, 
declined after 1919
– “Without demand for war-related chemicals, the worst problem that 

German dye producers…faced turned out to be excess capacity” (Haber 
1971)



TABLE A5 – TOP TEN SUBCLASSES BY NUMBER OF LICENSED PATENTS 
Class number Class name Confiscated patents Licensed patents German patents per year  
    1900-1918 1919-1930 
      
22a Azo-dyes 863 436 28.79 24.17 
      
12o Hydrocarbons 621 242 88.84 173.42 
      
12i Metalloids 349 146 52.05 103.25 

      
12q Aminophenols 289 110 49.68 82.50 
      
12k Ammonia 177 108 18.95 23.50 
      
8m Dyeing 258 105 23.47 27.50 
      
85b Water purification 73 54 7.89 8.42 
      
8n Calico printing 151 52 9.11 8.50 
      
8k Mercerizing 159 49 9.47 12.17 
      
22g Inks 126 36 12.42 28.83 
      

 

The subclass with most licensed patents covered azo dyes, 
which experienced a decline in patenting after 1918 



Intent to treat and IV regressions   
• Subclasses with confiscated patents as instrument for 

subclasses with licensed patents
– Only confiscated patents could be licensed
– Local average treatment effect of making US patents by German 

inventors available to US firms for fields in which German 
inventors chose to patent in US before 1918

– Fields more likely to relevant for US market
– Patents by larger German firms (due to costs of patenting abroad) 

• 4,704 confiscated US patents available for licensing
– 1,246 confiscated patents were licensed (26%)

• 167 subclasses include at least 1 confiscated patent
– 101 of them include at least 1 licensed patent (60%) 



German inventors began to patent more in 
subclasses with confiscated patents after 1918



German inventors produced 2.36 patents per year after 
1919 in subclasses with confiscated patents 

(22% increase compared with mean of 10.77 until 1918, 
33% larger than product of OLS estimate of 2.97 and 60%)

 3 

TABLE 3 – INTENT-TO-TREAT AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE REGRESSIONS,  
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 Intent to Treat (1-3) Instrumental Variables (4-7) 
    First stage IV 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Subclass with confiscated patents * post 2.359*** 4.474*** 4.264*** 0.582*** 0.585***   

 (0.808) (1.324) (1.331) (0.014) (0.014)   
Subclass with licensed patents * post      4.050*** 7.652*** 

      (0.840) (1.213) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.886*** 0.726*** 0.884*** 0.010*** 0.006*** 0.845*** 0.683*** 

 (0.144) (0.136) (0.144) (0.002) (0.002) (0.086) (0.086) 
Patents by other foreign 1.517*** 1.370*** 1.517*** 0.006*** 0.004*** 1.495*** 1.340*** 

 (0.231) (0.233) (0.231) (0.001) (0.001) (0.037) (0.038) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensed patents, 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77   10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with confiscated patents No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Subclass with confiscated 
patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 171 German subclasses in which at least one U.S. patents was confiscated after the 
TWEA. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patent became subject to compulsory licensing. The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918. Patents by U.S. inventors 
controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; 
patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass-specific pre-trends, German 
inventors produced 4.47 additional patents (42%)

 3 

TABLE 3 – INTENT-TO-TREAT AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE REGRESSIONS,  
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 Intent to Treat (1-3) Instrumental Variables (4-7) 
    First stage IV 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Subclass with confiscated patents * post 2.359*** 4.474*** 4.264*** 0.582*** 0.585***   

 (0.808) (1.324) (1.331) (0.014) (0.014)   
Subclass with licensed patents * post      4.050*** 7.652*** 

      (0.840) (1.213) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.886*** 0.726*** 0.884*** 0.010*** 0.006*** 0.845*** 0.683*** 

 (0.144) (0.136) (0.144) (0.002) (0.002) (0.086) (0.086) 
Patents by other foreign 1.517*** 1.370*** 1.517*** 0.006*** 0.004*** 1.495*** 1.340*** 

 (0.231) (0.233) (0.231) (0.001) (0.001) (0.037) (0.038) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensed patents, 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77   10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with confiscated patents No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Subclass with confiscated 
patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 171 German subclasses in which at least one U.S. patents was confiscated after the 
TWEA. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patent became subject to compulsory licensing. The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918. Patents by U.S. inventors 
controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; 
patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Patenting increased most in top quartile 
(subclasses with >23 confiscated patents)

 
1 

FIGURE 1 – GERMAN-OWNED PATENT APPLICATIONS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR  
PANEL A – SUBCLASSES WITH AND WITHOUT LICENSED PATENTS 

 
PANEL B – QUARTILES OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF LICENSED PATENTS 

 
Notes: Data include 58,691 GPO patents by German inventors with application years between January 1, 
1900 and December 31, 1930.  We have collected these data from the GPO’s Annual Report (Verzeichnis 
der im Vorjahre erteilten Patente) between 1900 and 1932.  101 subclasses with licensing each include at 
least one US patent by a German firm was licensed under the TWEA; 111 subclasses without licensing 
include no licensed patents. 
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First stage of IV regressions
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TABLE 3 – INTENT-TO-TREAT AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE REGRESSIONS,  
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 Intent to Treat (1-3) Instrumental Variables (4-7) 
    First stage IV 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Subclass with confiscated patents * post 2.359*** 4.474*** 4.264*** 0.582*** 0.585***   

 (0.808) (1.324) (1.331) (0.014) (0.014)   
Subclass with licensed patents * post      4.050*** 7.652*** 

      (0.840) (1.213) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.886*** 0.726*** 0.884*** 0.010*** 0.006*** 0.845*** 0.683*** 

 (0.144) (0.136) (0.144) (0.002) (0.002) (0.086) (0.086) 
Patents by other foreign 1.517*** 1.370*** 1.517*** 0.006*** 0.004*** 1.495*** 1.340*** 

 (0.231) (0.233) (0.231) (0.001) (0.001) (0.037) (0.038) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensed patents, 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77   10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with confiscated patents No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Subclass with confiscated 
patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 171 German subclasses in which at least one U.S. patents was confiscated after the 
TWEA. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patent became subject to compulsory licensing. The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918. Patents by U.S. inventors 
controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; 
patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



IV estimates imply 4.05 additional patents, compared 
with 2.97 for baseline OLS (Table 2)

 3 

TABLE 3 – INTENT-TO-TREAT AND INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLE REGRESSIONS,  
DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 Intent to Treat (1-3) Instrumental Variables (4-7) 
    First stage IV 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Subclass with confiscated patents * post 2.359*** 4.474*** 4.264*** 0.582*** 0.585***   

 (0.808) (1.324) (1.331) (0.014) (0.014)   
Subclass with licensed patents * post      4.050*** 7.652*** 

      (0.840) (1.213) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.886*** 0.726*** 0.884*** 0.010*** 0.006*** 0.845*** 0.683*** 

 (0.144) (0.136) (0.144) (0.002) (0.002) (0.086) (0.086) 
Patents by other foreign 1.517*** 1.370*** 1.517*** 0.006*** 0.004*** 1.495*** 1.340*** 

 (0.231) (0.233) (0.231) (0.001) (0.001) (0.037) (0.038) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses with licensed patents, 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77   10.77 10.77 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with confiscated patents No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Subclass with confiscated 
patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 171 German subclasses in which at least one U.S. patents was confiscated after the 
TWEA. Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US 
patent became subject to compulsory licensing. The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918. Patents by U.S. inventors 
controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; 
patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that the German Patent Office issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Outline 

• Theoretical Predictions
– Weak property rights may discourage innovation
– Learning-by-doing and cumulative innovation
– Competition may encourage or discourage innovation 

• Data
– Confiscated and licensed German-owned US patents
– Matching technologies across the US and German patent system
– Firm-level identifiers for USPTO and GPO patents
– Inventors’ countries of residence
– Renewed patents as a proxy for high-value patents 

• Results
– Baseline
– Controls for differential pre-trends
– Intent-to-treat and IV regressions

• Mechanism: Firm-level analysis
– Strategic patenting
– Firms whose patents had been licensed
– Firms that entered fields with licensing

• Conclusions
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In 101 subclasses with licensing, German inventors produced 
28% additional high-quality patents per year after 1919

TABLE 1 PANEL A– PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR

 

TABLE 1 – GPO PATENTS BY GERMAN INVENTORS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 
 

 

PANEL A: SUBCLASSES WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Subclasses with  
licensed patents 

Subclasses without  
licensed patents Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
 
All patents      
1900-1918 101 10.77 111 5.05 5.72 

 
 (1.31) 

 
 (0.58) 

 
(1.43) 

1919-1930 101 16.49 111 5.54 10.95 

  (2.47)  (0.95) (2.64) 
Patents renewed ≥5 years  
1900-1918 101 6.28 108 2.56 3.72 

 
 (0.84) 

 
 (0.30) 

 
(0.89) 

1919-1930 101 8.05 108 2.28 5.77 

  (1.29)  (0.38) (1.35) 
 
PANEL B: GERMAN FIRMS WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Firms with 
licensed patents 

Other  
German firms Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
      
All patents      
1900-1918 50 0.40 4,764 0.05 0.35 

  (0.08) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.08) 

1919-1930 50 0.76 4,764 0.09 0.67 
  (0.17)  (0.01) (0.17) 
      
Patents renewed ≥5 years      
1900-1918 47 0.36 2,933 0.05 0.30 

  (0.07) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.07) 

1919-1930 47 0.55 2,933 0.08 0.47 
   (0.12)  (0.01) (0.12) 
Notes:  Data include 58,691 GPO patents by German inventors with application dates between 
January 1, 1900 and December 31, 1930.  Patents renewed ≥5 years are 30,017 GPO patents by 
German inventors that were renewed 5 years or more. Subclasses with licensed patents cover 101 
technology fields in which at least one German-owned U.S. patent was licensed under the 
TWEA.  Subclasses without licensed patents cover 111 remaining technology fields within 
chemicals without licensed patents. Standard errors are clustered at the subclass level in Panel A 
and at the firm level in Panel B. 



In 111 subclasses without licensing, German inventors 
produced 11% fewer high-quality patents per year after 1919 

TABLE 1 PANEL A– PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR

 

TABLE 1 – GPO PATENTS BY GERMAN INVENTORS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 
 

 

PANEL A: SUBCLASSES WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Subclasses with  
licensed patents 

Subclasses without  
licensed patents Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
 
All patents      
1900-1918 101 10.77 111 5.05 5.72 

 
 (1.31) 

 
 (0.58) 

 
(1.43) 

1919-1930 101 16.49 111 5.54 10.95 

  (2.47)  (0.95) (2.64) 
Patents renewed ≥5 years  
1900-1918 101 6.28 108 2.56 3.72 

 
 (0.84) 

 
 (0.30) 

 
(0.89) 

1919-1930 101 8.05 108 2.28 5.77 

  (1.29)  (0.38) (1.35) 
 
PANEL B: GERMAN FIRMS WITH AND W/O LICENSED PATENTS 

 Firms with 
licensed patents 

Other  
German firms Difference 

 N Mean N Mean  
      
All patents      
1900-1918 50 0.40 4,764 0.05 0.35 

  (0.08) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.08) 

1919-1930 50 0.76 4,764 0.09 0.67 
  (0.17)  (0.01) (0.17) 
      
Patents renewed ≥5 years      
1900-1918 47 0.36 2,933 0.05 0.30 

  (0.07) 
 

 (0.01) 
 

(0.07) 

1919-1930 47 0.55 2,933 0.08 0.47 
   (0.12)  (0.01) (0.12) 
Notes:  Data include 58,691 GPO patents by German inventors with application dates between 
January 1, 1900 and December 31, 1930.  Patents renewed ≥5 years are 30,017 GPO patents by 
German inventors that were renewed 5 years or more. Subclasses with licensed patents cover 101 
technology fields in which at least one German-owned U.S. patent was licensed under the 
TWEA.  Subclasses without licensed patents cover 111 remaining technology fields within 
chemicals without licensed patents. Standard errors are clustered at the subclass level in Panel A 
and at the firm level in Panel B. 



German inventors produced 1.09 additional high-value 
patents per year after 1919 in subclasses with licensing 
(17% increase compared with mean of 6.28 until 1918)

 2 

TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass specific pre-trends
German inventors produced 2.35 additional high-value 

patents (22% increase)

 2 

TABLE 2 – OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS PATENTS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 
  

 All Patents  
(1-6) 

Patents renewed≥5y  
(7-8) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Subclass with licensed patents*post 2.968*** 5.219*** 5.317*** 5.017***   1.092** 2.345*** 
 (0.915) (1.535) (1.427) (1.394)   (0.466) (0.720) 
Licensed patents * post 

    
0.196*** 0.356***   

     
(0.069) (0.113)   

Licensed patents2 * post 
    

-0.000*** -0.001***   
     

(0.000) (0.000)   
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.859*** 

 
0.700*** 0.857*** 0.815*** 0.667*** 0.817*** 0.687*** 

 (0.142) 
 

(0.136) (0.142) (0.142) (0.131) (0.149) (0.163) 
Patents by other foreign 1.503*** 

 
1.353*** 1.500*** 1.376*** 1.233*** 1.194*** 1.136*** 

 (0.228) 
 

(0.229) (0.228) (0.153) (0.156) (0.186) (0.205) 
Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of subclasses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Mean in subclasses w licensed patents 1900-18 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 10.77 6.28 6.28 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No No Yes No No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for subclasses with licensing No No No Yes No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,572 6,479 6,479 

Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 1930. Data on renewal decisions 
come from archival records of renewed patents from the Annual Reports of the German patent office between 1901 and 1942. 
Subclass with licensed patents is an indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for all years after 1918.  The variable licensed patents 
measures the number of patents that became subject to licensing.  Patents by US inventors controls for the number of patents that the 
GPO issued to residents of the United States in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign controls for the number of patents that 
the GPO issued to residents of other foreign countries.  
 
 
 
 



Did firms whose patents were licensed patent 
less in subclasses with licensing after 1918?

 

16 

III.  MECHANISM: FIRM-LEVEL ANALYSES 

To investigate the mechanism by which compulsory licensing may encourage 

invention, we exploit new data on firm-level changes in patenting after 1918.  Summary 

statistics indicate that firms with licensed patents began to patent more in subclasses in 

which their US patents had been licensed, both in absolute terms and relative to other 

firms.  Until 1918, German firms whose patents had been licensed applied for 0.40 GPO 

patents per firm and year in subclasses in which their inventions had been licensed; after 

1918, these firms applied for 0.76 patents per year in subclasses with licensing (Table 1, 

Panel B), which implies a 90 percent increase.  By comparison, other German firms, 

whose patents had not been licensed in a given subclass, applied for 0.05 patents per firm 

and year in subclasses with licensing until 1918, and 0.09 patents afterwards, which is 

equivalent to an 80 percent increase. 

Baseline regressions compare changes in GPO patents per GPO subclass and year 

after 1918 for firms whose patents had become subject to compulsory licensing with 

changes for other German firms, controlling for technology and year fixed effects and 

controlling for changes in patent applications over time and across subclasses by US and 

other foreign inventors.  Triple differences regressions estimate:  

(5) patentsfct = γ0 + γ1 • subclass w licensed patentsc • firm w licensed patentf  • postt 
 + γ2 • subclass w licensed patentsc • postt + γ3 • firm w licensed patentf  • postt  
 + γ4 • subclass w licensed patentsc • firm w licensed patentf     
 + γ5 • patents by US inventorsct  + γ6 • patents by other foreignct  
 + γ7 • patents by individualsct + δt  + θc  + λ f  + εfct 
 
where the outcome variable patentsfct counts GPO patents by firm f in subclass c and 

application year t.  The variable firm w licensed patentf  equals 1 if at least one US patent 

of German firm f in a corresponding US subclass was licensed to a US firm under the 

TWEA.  The differences-in-difference coefficient γ1 measures the incremental effect of 

compulsory licensing on patenting by firms whose inventions were licensed, relative to 

other firms. It is unbiased if, in the absence of compulsory licensing, trends in patenting 

in subclass c would have been comparable for German firms whose US patents had and 

had not been licensed. 

This analysis indicates that compulsory licensing did not discourage patenting by 

affected firms.  In subclasses with licensing, German firms whose patents had been 

• Outcome variable
• Patents per subclass and firm

• Explanatory variables
• Same as baseline plus:
• Indicator variable for German firms whose US patents were 

licensed in subclass c
• Triple difference estimate for effects of licensing for firms 

with licensed patents (γ1)



Firms whose patents were licensed applied for 0.42 
additional patents in subclasses with licensing after 1919

(91% increase from average of 0.46 until 1918)

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass-specific trends: 
0.41 additional patents, 102% increase 

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Controlling for patent quality: Firms whose patents had been 
licensed produced 0.29 additional high-quality patents in 

subclasses with licensing after 1919 (63% compared with 0.46)

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Controlling for subclass-specific pre-trends, firms whose patents 
were licensed produced 0.30 additional high-quality patents in 

subclasses with licensing after 1918 (65%)

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Excluding patents after 1924, firms whose patents were 
licensed patented 0.16 additional inventions in subclasses 

with licensing after 1918 (35%)

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



Excluding patents after 1924 and controlling for subclass-specific 
pre-trends, firms whose patents were licensed patented 0.17 

additional inventions in subclasses with licensing after 1918 (37%)

 4 

TABLE 4 – FIRM-LEVEL OLS, DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS  PATENTS PER FIRM,  SUBCLASS, AND YEAR 
       

 All Patents and Years  1900-1924 Patents renewed ≥ 5y 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Subclass w licensed patents * firm w licensed patents * post 0.415*** 0.411*** 0.155*** 0.173*** 0.292*** 0.300*** 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.051) (0.055) (0.073) (0.074) 
Subclass w licensed patents * post  0.013 0.020** 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.012 0.016* 
 (0.008) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 
Patents by U.S. inventors 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002** 0.003*** 0.002*** 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Patents by other foreign 0.006*** 0.006*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.005*** 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) 
Patents by individuals 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the level of firms, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Mean for firms with licensed patents, 1900-18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Subclass-specific pre-trends No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Pre-trend for firms with licensing No No No No No No 
Subclass fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes 
Firm fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
N (Subclass-firm-year) 274,133 274,133 221,075 221,075 164,207 164,207 

Notes: Regressions also include firms w licensed patents * post, licensed patents * firms w licensed patents, and subclass w licensed 
patents * firms w licensed patents. Data include all 79,591 German patents on chemical inventions for 8,843 firm-subclass pairs, with 
application years between 1900 and 1930.  Firm w licensed patents equals 1 for 50 German firms that owned at least 1 US patent that 
became subject to compulsory licensing.  The indicator variable post equals 1 for years after 1918.  Subclass w licensed patents is an 
indicator variable that equals one for 101 German subclasses, in which at least one US patent became subject to compulsory licensing. 
Patents by US inventors controls for GPO patents to US residents in subclass c and year t; patents by other foreign and patents by 
individuals control for GPO patents to other foreign and individual (non-firm) inventors, respectively. 
 
 
 
 



More entry of research-active firms in 
subclasses with licensed patents

• After TWEA, 70% increase in the number of research-active firms in 
subclasses with licensed patents

• Only 23% increase of research-active firms in other subclasses

 5 

 
TABLE 5 –FIRMS PER SUBCLASS AND YEAR 

 

    
 Subclasses with licensed patents Subclasses without licensed patents Difference 
 N Mean N Mean  
      

1900-1918 101 2.29 111 1.22 1.07 

 
 (0.22) 

 
 (0.14) 

 
(0.26) 

1919-1930 101 3.90 111 1.5 2.40 

 
 (0.46)  (0.24) (0.56) 

      
Difference  1.61  0.28 1.33 

  (0.32)  (0.17) (0.36) 
 

 

Notes: Counts of German firms per subclass and year for firms without licensed patents; standard errors in parentheses.  A total of 
4,764 German firms without licensed patents applied for 58,691 patents for chemical inventions between January 1, 1900 and 
December 31, 1930. 101 subclasses with licensed patents cover technologies for which at least 1 US patent by another German firm 
was licensed under the TWEA; 111 subclasses without licensed patents did not include any licensed patents. 
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Differential effects across low and high 
levels of competition

• Measure variation in competition through the Herfindahl-
Hirshman index (HHI) of patents per technology field and 
year:  

HHIct = 
( !!"#! )!! !!"

!!! !!"
 

where pict is firm i’s share of total patents in subclass c and year t, and Fct measures the 
number of patent-active firms in subclass c and year t.   



3,265 subclass-year pairs
Two-thirds of all subclasses have an HHI of 0.1 or 

less

 
3 

FIGURE 3– INNOVATION (PATENTS) ON COMPETITION (1-HHI) 

 
Notes: Data include all 79,591 applications for patents on chemical inventions between 1900 and 
1930.  Each observation is a subclass-year pair for (1-HHI of patents per subclass, firm and year; 
patents per subclass and year).  The figure plots 1-HHI against the total number of patents per 
subclass and year. HHI is the normalized Herfindahl–Hirschman Index and is computed as 

, where  is the patent share of firm  in each subclass and  is the number of patent-

active firms. The interrupted red line plots a 2nd order polynomial with 95 percent confidence 
intervals to fit the data. 

FIGURE 3– INNOVATION (PATENTS) ON COMPETITION (1-HHI) 



At low levels of pre-existing competition 
(HHIs near 10) shifts towards competition 

increase change in patenting
FIGURE A6 – ESTIMATED EFFECT OF COMPULSORY LICENSING ON COMPETITION



Conclusions 1/2
• Industry-level patenting increased

– 28% additional patents per subclass with licensing after 1918
– ITT and IV regressions suggest negative selection

• Some lower quality, strategic patents
– But 17% additional high-quality patents

• More research active firms
– 70% increase research-active firms in subclasses with licensed 

patents compared with 23% increase in other subclasses
– Nearly 40% of all patents after 1918 in fields with licensing were 

by firms without pre-1918 patents in these fields
– Among entrants into fields with licensing, firms without previous 

patents in other fields of chemicals produced more patents in 
fields with licensing after 1918 compared with firms that had 
been active in other fields of chemical research before 1918



Conclusions 2/2
• Compulsory licensing can promote innovation by encouraging 

competitors to enter fields with licensing
– Increases threat of competition for incumbent inventors
– Motivates them to invest more in R&D

• Most significant effects for industries that are less competitive ex 
ante
– Industries most affected by compulsory licensing tend to be concentrated
– In 2013 therapies by Gilead, Johnson& Johnson, and Bristol Myers 

dominated the market for HIV drugs; Gilead’s Truvada accounted for $9 
billion in sales, Brystol Myers Sustiva generated $3.6 billion, Ruveda $3.1 
billion

• But subject to dynamic inconsistency
– Similar to other public policies, such as flood control measures, monetary 

policy, capital taxation (Kydland and Prescott 1977, Fischer 1980)
– TWEA was one-shot event, triggered by Germany’s military aggression

• Promotes innovation if governments can credibly commit to using it 
exclusively in exceptional cases of emergencies


